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Frequently Asked Questions

Describe some of the ways I can use the Interactive Digital Teaching Tool to teach a handwriting lesson.

In-class: Go to the digital Teaching Tool to plan your lesson. Begin your handwriting lesson with hands-on instruction, such as 
Wet-Dry-Try on the slate or sing and move to music you play from the Interactive Digital Teaching Tool. Navigate to the digital 
student edition view. Students follow along in their physical student editions. Play the supporting digital assets that demonstrate 
letter formation. You can also demonstrate on the digital student edition projecting on your smartboard, as children write in 
their physical student editions. 

Remote/independent: Go to the Lesson Planner and Assignments. Assign all or part of the handwriting lesson.  
Students complete work on their Digital Student App.

Flipped classroom: Go to the Lesson Planner and Assignments. Assign part of the handwriting lesson for students to review 
the letter. Complete the lesson in the student edition in the classroom.

Remote synchronous lesson: Share all parts of the lesson via the Interactive Digital Teaching Tool using your learning 
platform, such as Zoom. 

Will the student edition pages be available to print?

Any student edition pages that are sent in an assignment to the Digital Student App can be printed. Teachers cannot print student 
edition pages from the Interactive Digital Teaching Tool.

Can I assign activities from “Digital Formation Tools” if students need more review of their letters?

Yes, you can assign specific letters within an assignment. You can also encourage students to practice these letters using “My Tools” 
on their Digital Student App. They have access to Wet-Dry-Try, Digital Letter Formations, and Wood Pieces.

What is the difference between SSO with Google vs. providing students the option to put in their secret code? 
For Google SSO—Do they have to include the student’s password for it to work?

Using Google SSO allows educators and students to log in to their Google portal and open our apps without another login. 

If your school does not use a host platform, students can log in into the Digital Student App by going to: HWT-student.LWTears.com. 
For your first login, an Educator PIN will need to be entered.

How will customers be notified their licenses are about to expire?

It is our intent to have an email sent to the admin 45 days prior to expiration, teachers 30 days to expiration and then admins 
again at 15 days to expiration.

If more support is needed, who do I contact? 

Customers can call 888-983-8409, email technology@LWTears.com, or chat.  
Our Customer Service hours are Monday–Thursday, 8:30 a.m.–7:30 p.m. EST and Friday 8:30 a.m.–5:30 p.m. EST.  
Visit our support page for more information. 
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